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Every morning as I get ready for work I listen to the BBC American Eworld News. It is interesting because many of the events reported on do not make it to NPR Morning Edition that I listen to on the ride in to work. Now this seems to be changing and European news is becoming US news. Mad Cow, HooF and Mouth, the Euro are all now part of our vocabulary. The European Union and the disintegration of national borders is big news. It is a growing topic for publishing as well. Over 250 scholarly titles on the EU were published in the last 12 months. Here are 50 of the top sellers covering most notably the environment, the Euro and the role of Europe in the World. Not quite travel reading, but certainly important additions to a library’s collection.


Nuttall, Simon J. European Foreign Policy. Oxford Univ Press 2000 $55.00 Cloth 0198293364.

Barnes, Pamela M., 1950-. Environmental Policy in the European Union. Edward Elgar 1999 $95.00 Cloth 1858983398.


Walsh, James I. European Monetary Integration & Domestic Politics: Britain, France, and Italy. Lynne Rienner 2000 $49.95 Cloth 1555878237.


Ladriere, Robert. Social Democracy and the Challenge of the European Union. Lynne Rienner 2000 $49.95 Cloth 1555879020.


Environmental Governance in Europe: An Ever Closer Ecological Union?; By Albert Weale…et al. Oxford Univ Press 2000 $90.00 Cloth 0198297084.

After the Euro: Shaping Institutions for Governance in the Wake of the European Monetary Union; Ed. by Colin Crouch. Oxford Univ Press 2000 $65.00 Cloth 0198296398.


Minorities in European Cities: The Dynamics of Social Integration and Social Exclusion at the Neighbourhood Level; Ed. by Sophie Jody-Gendrot. St. Martin’s/Scholarly 2000 $65.00 Cloth 0312231326.

European Union and ASEAN: Trade and Investment Issues; Ed. by Roger Strange. St. Martin’s/Scholarly 2000 $69.95 Cloth 0312231849.

Why Europe?: Problems of Culture and Identity: V1: Political and Historical Dimensions; Ed. by Joe Andrew. St. Martin’s/Scholarly 2000 $65.00 Cloth 0312227930.

Smith, Martyn A. Building a Bigger Europe: EU and NATO Enlargement in Comparative Perspective. Ashgate 2000 $64.95 Cloth 1840144610.


Slomp, Hans, 1945-. European Politics into the Twenty-first Century: Integration and Division. Praeger 2000 $69.50 Cloth 075968006.


Rumford, Chris, 1958-. European Cohesion?: Contradictions in EU Integration. St. Martin’s/Scholarly 2000 $68.00 Cloth 0312229615.
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Cooperation and the Poor. St. Martin’s/ Scholarly 2000 $65.00 Cloth 0312230540.


Carlborg, Michael. Economic Policy in a Monetary Union. Springer-Verlag 2000 $75.00 Cloth 3540675582.


Levy, David A. Europe's Digital Revolution: Broadcasting Regulation, the EU and the Nation State. Routledge 1999 $90.00 Cloth 0415171962.


EU and Human Rights, ed. by Philip Alston. Oxford Univ Press 1999 $135.00 Cloth 0198290649.


Why Europe?: Problems of Culture and Identity: V.2: Media, Film, Gender, Youth and Education, ed. by Joe Andrew. St. Martin’s/Scholarly 2000 $65.00 Cloth 0312227949.


Constructing Europe's Identity: The External Dimension, ed. by Lars-erik Cederman. Lynne Rienner 2001 $55.00 Cloth 1555878725.


Into the Margin: Migration and Exclusion in Southern Europe, ed. by Floya Anthias. Ashgate 1999 $64.95 Cloth 1840141166.

When your materials budget doubles and your staff budget doesn’t—OCLC PromptCat can help.

You order books and materials from your vendor, and OCLC PromptCat supplies full MARC records for these titles automatically. In most cases, you will receive your records even before you receive your books!

Using OCLC PromptCat means a faster turnaround for you, so you can get double the materials on your shelves without doubling your staff.

1-800-848-5878, ext. 5213 www.oclc.org

OCLC Online Computer Library Center

<h3>Cases of Note from page 65</h3>

signed by <strong>Vyne</strong>, letters from <strong>Vyne</strong> stated it would “have no problem with the idea that SA owns all files created for this project.” <strong>Vyne</strong> allowed SA password access to the site and placed copyright notice of SA’s ownership on the site.

For a discussion of industry standard on website creators having no expectation of ownership, see Rinaldo Del Galli, III, Who Owns the Web Site?: the Ultimate Question when a Hiring Party has a Falling-Out with the Web Site Designer, 16 J. Marshall J. Computer & Info. 857, 884 (Summer 1998).

That Last Desperate Scrubby Defense - Agency Law

I see this as <strong>Vyne</strong> grasping at straws, but it could be a serious issue for any small business where the owners don’t agree on clear lines of authority. <strong>Vyne</strong> is owned by two shareholders - A & Z. A did all the negotiations with <strong>Scientific American</strong>, but Z says under their corporate agreement, A had no authority to do so.

Under agency law, the firm - <strong>Vyne</strong> - is bound by contracts made by A with either actual or apparent authority. If Z had told A to make the contract, you’ve got actual authority.

A would have apparent authority if Z led <strong>Scientific American</strong> to believe that A had the authority to act and <strong>Scientific American</strong> reasonably believed A had the authority. Doxsee Sea Clam Co. v. Brown, 13 F.3d 550, 553 (2d Cir. 1994).

A did most of the meeting with SA. The few meetings which Z attended, A was allowed by Z to do all the talking. Z never told anyone at SA about any limitation on SA’s authority. It’s a two-techie firm. <strong>Scientific American</strong> had no reason to believe that A lacked the authority to negotiate the contract. Any corporate agreement A & Z had between them limiting SA’s authority was hidden from <strong>Scientific American</strong>. 
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